DATE: July 7, 2010

TITLE: PELICAN CASES GET NEW PADDED DIVIDER SETS

PRODUCTS AFFECTED: Pelican 1430, 1440, 1450, 1500, 1520, 1510, 1550, 1560, 1600, 1610, 1620, 1630, 1640, 1650, 1660, 1690, 0340, 0350, 0370 Cases

INTRODUCTION: Pelican Products is changing the design of its padded divider sets.

DETAILS:

- Initially were rolled out with the 1630 Transport Case
  - Catalog # 1635
  - Part # 1630-406-100
  - Barcode # 0019428065980

- All models that take padded divider sets will follow as previous stock depletes

- Padded divider sets come in black only and are collapsible for ease of storage

- They will come partially assembled when purchased with case

- Individual padded divider sets will arrive in a collapsed state so complete assembly is required when purchased separately

- The number of dividers for the 1600, 1610 and 1650 Cases will vary from the original design

FULLY ASSEMBLED PADDDED DIVIDER LEVEL

COLLAPSED PADDDED DIVIDER LEVEL

DUAL LEVEL PADDDED DIVIDER SET